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with the practical and temporary issues of his day, and because of
this it appeared to me appropriate to leave his name outside the
current Socialist controversy. So far as the details of his life are
known to us, he appears to have detached himself from the political
movements of his time, although he was surrounded by, and was
keenly aware of, precisely those social problems which wise political
action on Socialist lines would have solved.
There was a housing question, for example; the homes of the
poor were small and dark, because the widow had to light the
candle to find the lost piece of silver. The traders cheated those
who purchased their goods, by neglecting to give 'good measure,
pressed down, shaken together, and running over.* They sold
wine in rotten skins; there was an acute unemployment problem,
*no man having hired' the idlers in the market-place; there was a
social evil; the upper servants were haughty and brutal to the
lower; there existed personal distress, civil strife, and inequitable
taxation; and, as in the days of the prophets, the rich men ate up
the vineyard, ground the faces of the poor, took from them burdens
of wheat, while the civic officials turned judgment to wormwood.
Jesus was acutely aware of these evils; he also knew that a time
had been foretold when the common people 'shall build houses
and inhabit them; they shall not labour in vain, nor bring forth for
trouble'; but there is little evidence that he resented the existing
economic and political inequalities. The thoughts of Jesus were,
indeed, on other things. Agitations concerning taxation left him
entirely unmoved. Caesar could have his dirty money provided
that cGod also was given His due.' He believed that if men sought
first the kingdom of righteousness all else would come to them.
His mission, as I understood it, was neither secular nor national,
it was ethical and spiritual. He thought of man, not as a political
unit, but as a moral personality, as a child of God, and he saw no
other way of reaching perfection, except through a man's own soul.
The hold which the name of Jesus maintains over the imagination
of men is, above all else, due to the fact that he rose above, and was
unaffected by, the temporary and exasperating issues of the common
day, and because he, in the midst of them, continuously directed
men's thoughts to finer issues. On this high plane—above the
meaner places where men intrigue and fight and fail—I, at least,
was content to leave him.
The question may arise in the mind of the reader why, since my
appreciation of the figure of Jesus was so pronounced, I did not

